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5 Questions Common to Both Applications

1. Summarize the signficance
2. Timeline for project 
3. Numbered list of publications
4. Numbered list of presentations
5. List of external funds



DEA
DYF



--no acronyms/abbreviations
--no jargon specific to the field
--no complex descriptions about the work
--strong statement about significance
--what your research will do to move the field forward



DEA methods



--great if you are out of the country/out of state collecting data
--if you are visiting another lab, you need a letter of invitation from

the PI
--great opportunity to apply new/different methodologies to your work



DEA - Timeline

DYF - Timeline



--summarize completed work/chapters drafted or written or published
--summarize data collection activities with details as to status of chapters
--describe in detail what you plan to do during the months of award (Jan.

to April).
--if you are going to another lab/site have a letter of invitation

--describe status/plan for every chapter
--provide month-by-month plan 
--describe in detail what you plan to do during the months of award 
--be aware of defense dates—they come earlier than you know
--WRITING—no analysis for DYF.



DEA Financial Support

DYF Financial Support



If you are working off campus this is easy
If you are on campus, you need strong justification here
TA lines are half-time positions so some say, you have half time;

describe how focusing on data acquisition will speed your projects
to completion.

If you can focus on writing w/ DYF, you can finish more quickly 
If you can focus on writing, you can craft submissions as you write
TA lines are half-time positions so some say, you have half time;

describe how focusing on writing will speed your projects
to completion.



PUBLICATIONS

PRESENTATIONS



EXTERNAL FUNDING







Questions???


